
Women's multifunctional jacket NORTHFINDER-NORTHCOVER-BU-4267OR-366-rose

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 33.325 € s DPH

Description

Northfinder brand jacket. The Northcover outdoor jacket is a packable (emergency) all-weather jacket. The
advantage of the multifunctional windbreaker is a light water-resistant material that provides excellent protection in
adverse weather. A functional windbreaker is essential equipment for a backpack throughout the year. A long trek,
cross-country skiing, cycling, hiking or traveling around the world, you must not miss this universal piece.

The multifunctional jacket can be packed into a small bag with a volume of less than half a liter and protects
against cold, wind, rain or snow. Everything is taken care of by a two-layer polyamide membrane with taped seams,
which surprises with its excellent water resistance of up to 5000 mm.

The tourist windbreaker has a classic cut with an elastic hood, which is a guarantee of movement comfort. Elastic
cuffs with thumb fixation against bunching together with an adjustable waistband and a YKK full-zip with internal
gusset secure the jacket against the wind. Openings in the armpits serve for ventilation. To increase ventilation, the
trek jacket can be partially unzipped and connected to the chest with a belt to reduce unpleasant flapping. So that
you can always have the necessary things with you, we have equipped it with side pockets and specially divided
internal pockets for a mobile phone, keys or payment card. Whatever and wherever you do, this trekking jacket is
ready with a weight of only 190 g (size M) to keep you dry and keep the wind out.

Product Details:

breathability: 5,000 g / 24 h / m2
waterproofing: 5,000 mm
two side zipped pockets
internal smartphone pocket
elastic hood
cuffs with thumb fixation
adjustable bottom hem
taped seams
size of packed jacket in pocket: 220 x 100 mm
weight: 210 g
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